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Abstract. A micromagnetic model of an exchange bias bilayer is used to examine the impact

of the physical structure and the easy axis dispersion of the antiferromagnetic (AF) layer on

the exchange bias field (HEB) in an IrMn/CoFe system. Because of the different timescales,

the magnetization dynamics of the IrMn and CoFe layers are modelled using respectively a

kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) approach and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. The easy

axis dispersion is modelled using a Gaussian distribution. The calculations show that HEB

increases with increasing IrMn thickness and grain size, in agreement with experimental work.

Moreover, the model allows the visualization of the switching process at the micromagnetic

level to reveal the reversal mechanism. We find that the effect of AF easy axis distribution

not only strongly affects the reduction of HEB but also drives non-coherent behaviour in the

reversal mechanism. This confirms that the easy axis distribution is an important factor with

strong impact on the magnetic properties and exchange bias field of an exchange bias system.

Keywords: kinetic Monte Carlo, Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, exchange bias field, easy

axis distribution.
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1. Introduction

The interfacial effect currently employed to pin the

magnetization direction in devices such as spin valves or

Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJ) [1, 2] is the well-known

exchange bias (EB) effect [3, 4, 5, 6]. Since the discovery

of the phenomenon in 1956 [7] and the first introduction of

theoretical description of the exchange bias system in 1957

[8] by Meiklejonh and Bean, numerous experimental and

theoretical studies [3, 4, 5, 6] have been carried out in order

to understand the physical behaviour behind this effect.

Undoubtedly, the effect arises from the interfacial exchange

coupling between uncompensated antiferromagnetic (AF)

spins and ferromagnetic (FM) spins after field-cooling

process [6, 9]. However, studies of several magnetic

microstructures demonstrate different characteristics of

exchange bias field (HEB) because the interface coupling

between layers cannot be easily controlled. Therefore,

it is important to investigate the role of each magnetic

parameter on the properties of the bilayers. Parametric

studies of exchange bias investigating the effects of the

main parameters accounting for thermal stabilities become

increasingly important.

Fulcomer and Charap [10] proposed a model including

the distribution of particle size for studying the effect

of temperature on exchange bias system and made a

comparison with experiment. They found that the

consideration of particle size distribution is very significant

and is necessary to give agreement between theoretical and

experimental results. In 2008, an experimental study of

the effect of the particle size distribution in the AF layer

in a polycrystalline exchange bias system was reported by

Vallejo et al. [11, 12]. They found that the exchange bias

arises from grains above the critical grain volume VC (so as

to be thermally stable) and below the critical grain volume

for setting VSET . Using this interpretation, the variation

of HEB as a function of grain volume can be predicted,

confirming that the grain size distribution is an important

factor in exchange bias.

During the deposition process of the exchange bias

layers, defects in the polycrystalline films such as grain size

distribution and FM/AF interfacial roughness can appear.

These effects also cause the misorientation of anisotropy

easy axes in both AF and FM layers [13]. Several works

have reported that the distribution of anisotropy easy axes

is a significant parameter affecting the value of coercivity

and the exchange bias field. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,

21, 22]. The study of magnetically coupled NiFe/NiO

layers including the effect of the easy axis distribution

was first reported by Zhao et al. in ref. [14]. They

found that the easy axis misorientation only contributes

to the variation of coercivity (Hc) with the increasing of

NiO thickness due to the appearance of a strong uniaxial

anisotropy and no impact on exchange bias field, HEB for

relatively thin AF layer. Pogossian et al. [20] proposed the

model to compare with experimental results by measuring

the easy axis misalignment of FM/AF layers for exchange

bias CoFe/NiO system. They reported that HEB and Hc

change asymmetrically as a function of FM and AF easy

axis dispersion. Moreover, Tarazona et al. [21] was also

investigated the effect of easy axis distribution of Co/IrMn

by varying the film thickness of both materials. They found

that the increase of IrMn thickness causes an increase of

AF easy axis distribution leading to a reduction of HEB

at larger dispersion angle. From the several reports, these

show that the effect of AF easy axis misalignment on HEB

is still unclear by no change [14], decrease [21], or increase

HEB [20, 22] when the film thickness of AF changing.

Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of easy axis

dispersion on the variation of HEB in the bilayers system in

order to understand its role and physical behind the complex

exchange bias phenomena.

There are several models proposed to investigate

the exchange bias phenomenon [6, 23, 24], important

factors such as the misorientation of easy axis along with

the grain size distribution was not taken into account

[10]. In the present work, we consequently propose

the calculation of HEB in magnetic bilayer systems by

using a micromagnetic model which includes the magnetic

intra/inter-layer interactions of the FM and AF layers, the

effect of grain size distribution, and especially the easy

axis misorientation. The details of the model description

which combines the different dynamic approaches, kinetic

Monte Carlo (kMC) for the AF layer and the stochastic-

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) technique for the FM layer

is presented in Sec.II. The model is then used to investigate

the crucial parameters of the physical microstructure such

as the AF and FM thickness, magnetic grain diameter

and also magnetic propeteries such as the AF anisotropy

constant and AF easy axis distribution in order to compare

with experiment.

2. Model description

In order to establish the realistic magnetic bilayer structure,

the Voronoi tessellation was employed. Columnar growth

is assumed for each grain through the FM and AF layers.

The Voronoi construction can control the specified grain

size, and grain size distribution with periodic boundary

conditions. In addition, the effect of the random easy

axis distribution of FM and AF layers are also taken into

account using a Gaussian distribution. In this model,

both AF and FM grains are assumed to rotate coherently.

Fig.1(a) shows the typical structure of bilayers system (top

view) with periodic grain boundary at 100×100 nm2 by

Voronoi tessellation. Meanwhile, the typical EB structures

whose grains include an easy axis distribution such as

perfect alignment of magnetization (σφ = 0◦), the narrow

easy axis distribution (σφ = 15◦) and wide easy axis

distribution (σφ = 45◦) are illustrated in Fig.1 (b), (c) and

(d) respectively.

The FM and AF layers will be modelled with the

different techniques in order to describe the different
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Figure 1. Voronoi tessellation of exchange bias system: (a) the typical

grain structure with periodic boundary, (b) the perfect alignment of AF

anisotropy easy axis orientation (σφ = 0◦), (c) the narrow AF anisotropy

easy axis orientation (σφ = 15◦) and the wide AF anistropy easy axis

orientation (σφ = 45◦).

magnetic properties, especially the timescale of the

magnetization processes. Antiferromangetic material is a

high anisotropy material providing the stable exchange bias.

Here the timescale varies from seconds to years due to

thermally activated magnetization processes. Therefore,

the AF layer is treated by a kinetic Monte Carlo

(kMC) approach [25] allowing the long-term calculation.

Whereas, ferromagnetic material comprising strongly

exchange coupled grains reaches equilibrium relatively

quickly. Hence, this layer is well described by a standard

micromagnetic model with integrating the stochastic-

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the dynamics of

magnetization in the FM layer.

The magnetization reversal behaviour of the AF

layer is simulated using a kMC based model. The

magnetization dynamics arises from the thermal activation

process described by the Arrhenius-Néel relaxation time.

The energy barrier of the system preventing the switching

of the grains is described by free energy which depends

on the anisotropy constant (K), grain volume (V ) and the

total local field acting on each AF grain (HAF
T ) shown in

detail later. HAF
T is comprised of the exchange interlayer

field acting on the AF grain (HAF
exch). To allow calculation of

temperature dependent magnetic properties, the magnetic

anisotropy constant as a function of temperature will

be calculated via using Callen-Callen theory, K(T ) =
K(0)[M(T )/M(0)]n from Ref.[26] where n is an exponent

which is normally taken as 3.

In this simulation, the origin of exchange bias due to

the coupling between AF and FM grains is described in

term of the interlayer exchange energy given by Craig et

al. [27] as the following eq.

Eexch =−JsAcmFM ·mAF , (1)

where Js is the interfacial exchange constant, A is grain area,

and c is the contact fraction between grains (here taken as

1). The mFM and mAF are the unit vector of FM and AF

grains respectively. Subsequently, the HAF
exch acting on AF

layer due to the FM layer is given by

HAF
exch =

∂Eexch

∂µµµAF

=
JscmFM

MstAF

= zH int
ex

A

Aavg

mFM, (2)

where µµµAF = MsVAF ,mAF is the moment of AF grain. Ms

is the saturation magnetization, VAF = AtAF is AF grain

volume. z = tFM/tAF is the fraction of film thickness, tFM

is the FM thickness, tAF is the AF thickness, and Aavg is

the average value of all grain areas in the system. H int
ex ,

representing the intrinsic exchange field acting on AF layer

due to FM layer, is

H int
ex =

Jsc

MstAF

. (3)

In order to calculate the energy barrier of AF layer, the

following form of the Stoner-Wohlfarth energy is used for

the AF grains:

E =−KAFVAF(e ·mAF)
2
− JsAcmFM ·mAF , (4)

where KAF is AF anisotropy constant and e is the easy

direction of AF magnetization. The first and second

terms of Eq.(4) represent the anisotropy energy and the

total field energy which is comprised of the interlayer

exchange energy acting on AF layer respectively. Hence,

the randomly AF easy axis distribution is then taken into

account for the calculation of AF/FM coupling. The

magnetization dynamics is driven by thermal activation

processes over the energy barriers on a timescale given by

the Arrhenius-Néel law:

τ−1 = f0 exp(−KV/kBT ). (5)

The minimum energy required for preventing superparam-

agnetic state with a measurement time of 100 s and typical

value of attempt frequency f0 ≈ 109 s−1 is 25kBT . The total

relaxation time used to calculate the transition probability

in Eq.(6) is τ−1 = τ−1
12 + τ−1

21 . The transition probability of

each grain [25, 28] is given by

Pt = (1− e−tm/τ), (6)

where tm is the measuring time and τ is the Arrhenius-Neel

relaxation time calculated via Eq. 5. The total energy

barrier including the effect of easy axis misorientation is

written, using the Pfeiffer approximation [29] as

Eb(H
AF
T ,θH) = KV [1−HAF

T /g(θH)]
κ(θH ), (7)
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where g(θH) = [cos2/3 θH + sin2/3 θH ]
−3/2 and κ(θH) =

0.86 + 1.14g(θH). magnetization switching of a grain is

allowed with a probability given by Eq. 6.

Meanwhile, in the FM layer the standard micromag-

netic model is used to describe the magnetization dynam-

ics based on the stochastic-Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)

equation as

∂M

∂t
=−

γ

(1+α2)

{

(M×He f f )+α[M× (M×He f f )]
}

,

(8)

where M is the magnetization, α is the Gilbert damping

constant, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and He f f is the net

effective field acting on each grain given as

He f f = Hanis +Hexch +Hdip +Happ +Hth +HFM
exch, (9)

which includes the anisotropy field (Hanis), the exchange

field (Hexch) between nearest neighbour grains, the dipolar

field (Hdip), the external field (Happ) applied in-plane, the

thermal field (Hth) as well as the exchange interlayer field

(HFM
exch) between FM/AF layers due to the exchange bias

effect.

Within the FM layer, the intergranular exchange field

strength Hex is given by Peng et al. [30] as follows:

H
i j
exch = Hex

(

Ji j

Jm

)(

Li j

Lm

)(

Am

Ai

)

m j, (10)

where Hex = JmLm/(a2MsAm) and m j represents the unit

vector of grain j. Finally, the exchange field acting on an

FM grain from the AF layer is

HFM
exch = H int

ex

Ai

Aavg

mAF . (11)

It is noted that this micromagnetic model of exchange

bias starts with the process after the field cooling which

is the FM layer coupled with AF layer by the exchange

interlayer field.

3. Results

In this work, the magnetic bilayer system is investigated

using typical magnetic parameters of the current FM and

AF materials for read sensors, specifically CoFe and IrMn

respectively. The computational cell is set as lateral system

size of 100× 100 nm2 and the median grain diameter at 8

nm. Periodic boundary conditions were used. The grain

size distribution is lognormal with a standard deviation of

σlnD = 0.2 [31]. The magnetic parameters of CoFe and

IrMn layers used in this calculation are as follows: Curie

temperature, Tc = 1300 K, saturation magnetization, Ms

= 1800 emu/cc, and KFM = 1.8 × 105 erg/cc. For the

IrMn layer, the Néel temperature and anisotropy constant

are set as TN = 690 K and KAF = 3× 106 erg/cc [27, 32]

respectively. The exchange interlayer field strength (H int
ex )

is an unknown parameter which relates with the interface

exchange coupling between FM and AF layers [27]. In

this work, H int
ex is selected at a value of 250 Oe and 500

Oe which gives reasonable value of exchange bias field for

IrMn/CoFe in experimental work [33] for initial calculation.

Then, H int
ex representing the exchange coupling between FM

and AF layers is set to 250 Oe for all calculations.

In order to fully understand the exchange bias

phenomenon in read head sensor including the random easy

axis and grain size distribution for realistic model, we used

the micromagnetic model to investigate the thermal stability

and the effects of the physical structure such as the effects

of the film thickness of FM and AF layers and the magnetic

grain diameter. Particularly, we consider the impact of

the random easy axis distribution in the AF layer. The

bilayer system is set with lateral system size of 100× 100

nm2 at a finite temperature 300 K. We start by considering

a system with perfect alignment of AF easy axes, which

gives agreement with the experimental results of Vallejo-

Fernandez et al.[11]. Subsequently, this model will be

used to investigate the effects of the random easy axis

distribution and the grain distribution leading to different

behaviour of exchange bias field. In general the easy axis

angular dispersion is Gaussian with a standad deviation σφ).

Figure 2. Hysteresis loops of IrMn/CoFe bilayer system as a function of

AF anisotropy constant at 300 K.

3.1. Perfect alignment case

The most important factor for exchange bias phenomenon

in the FM/AF bilayer structure is the anisotropy constant

of AF layer KAF , which provides thermal stability of EB

devices. Consequently, we first calculate the effect of KAF

on the hysteresis loop and exchange bias field HEB, defined

by HEB = (H−−H+)/2 [5], as shown in Fig.2. It is seen

that for small KAF of 1× 106 erg/cc, the hysteresis loop is

barely shifted. However, the loop coercivity, defined by

Hc = (H− + H+)/2, increases. This is due to switching

of the AF layer as the exchange field from the FM layer

switches. As a result the exchang bias from the AF

layer opposes switching in both directions leading to a

symmetric loop with enhanced coercivity. On increasing

the value of KAF , the loop coercivity decreases and shifted
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loops appear indicating the onset of exchange bias. The

increasing AF anisotropy resists switching and gives rise

to a unidirectional energy contribution which provides the

exchange bias. Moreover, the hysteresis loops shown in

Fig.2 are almost completely square. It is noted that the

squareness of the loop reflects the fact that we include no

pining sites in the model.

Figure 3. The variation of HEB with AF anisotropy constant for different

values of H int
ex = 250 and 500 Oe. The lines are used to guide for the eyes.

In order to further investigate the behaviour of the

exchange bias phenomenon, we extract the value of HEB

as a function of KAF from the hysteresis loops as mentioned

above. The results are presented in presented in Fig.3. In

this case, the variation of HEB with two different H int
ex values

of 250 Oe and 500 Oe is compared. The result shows that in

each case the magnitude of HEB increases with increasing

KAF leading asymptotically to a maximum value. The onset

of HEB is at 1.5× 106 erg/cc and 2× 106 erg/cc for H int
ex ,

250 Oe and 500 Oe respectively. In the following KAF

around 3 × 106 erg/cc is used for our calculations which

is consistent with the measurement of KAF in IrMn/CoFe

bilayer system [32].

It is well known that the exchange bias phenomenon

is involved with the effects of physical microstructure

such as grain diameter and film thickness dependence of

both FM and AF layers relating to energy barrier. In

order to establish the intrinsic effect of the microstructure

on the thermal stability, we firstly consider the exchange

bias field, HEB with the perfect alignment case of easy

axis orientation, σφ = 0◦. The simulations have been

done via two separate procedures, studying first the film

thickness dependence of the EB properties and secondly

the grain diameter dependence. The lateral system size

and the details of the magnetic properties of CoFe and

IrMn layers are given in Sec.2. The thickness dependence

effect on HEB is first investigated by considering systems

with constant IrMn thickness CoFe(t)/IrMn(4nm) and and

constant CoFe thickness CoFe(4nm)/IrMn(t), where t is

varied from 2 to 10 nm at fixed grain diameter of 8

nm. Fig.4 shows the variation of HEB with the film

thickness of the FM and AF layers. It is clear that

HEB increases rapidly with the increasing of AF thickness,

reaching a maximum at 5 nm and beyond. Below 2 nm

thickness the AF layer presents thermal instability due to

the superparamagnetic behaviour [10, 6] and the exchange

bias vanishes. On the other hand, increasing the FM

thickness leads to a decrease in HEB. At large thickness

HEB is approximately ∝ 1/MFMtFM in accordance with

simple theoretical expectations [34]. However, a plateau is

reached for low thickness. predicted results give the same

trend as the previous experiments [12, 35]. Specifically,

we could compare the AF and FM thickness dependence

of HEB predicted by our model with the experimental

investigations in Ref. [12] and Ref. [35] respectively as

shown in Fig.4 (inset). Vallejo-Fernandez et al. carried

out the measurement of HEB in the samples Si/Cu(10

nm)/CoFe(2.5 nm)/IrMn (tAF )/Ta(10 nm) with different AF

thicknesses ranging from 3 to 12 nm. The measurements

were performed at room temperature. The results showed

that HEB increases sharply with increasing tAF to the

maximum point at around tAF = 8 nm and decreases slightly

for the thick AF layer. Meanwhile, Lee et al. also

showed the variation of exchange field which was inversely

proportional to the thickness of ferromagnetic layer in

the samples Ta/AlOx/CoFe(tFM)/IrMn(10nm)/NiFe/Ta with

different FM thicknesses ranging from 3.5 nm to 8.75 nm as

shown in Fig.4 (inset). This confirms that the trends of the

predicted results give good agreement with the experiments

as shown in Fig.4 [12, 35].

Figure 4. The variation of HEB with film thickness dependence at fixed

grain diameter of 8 nm comparing with experiment as an inset. Data taken

from [12, 35]. The square symbols show the CoFe thickness dependence

and the circle symbols show the IrMn thickness dependence (The lines are

used to guide for the eye).

The effect of grain volume dependence on HEB is

next investigated as shown in Fig.5. In order to observe

the effect of AF grain volume which is crucial factor for

thermal stability, the grain diameter is varied from 4 to

10 nm with three different IrMn thicknesses (tIrMn = 4, 6
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and 8 nm) whereas the thickness of FM layer is fixed at 4

nm. It is noted that our calculations with grain diameter

dependence can be compared with experimental work [6]

using films prepared by a HiTUS sputtering system. We

found that our simulation results show similar trends of the

variation of HEB as a function of grain diameter at different

AF thickness with experimental results as shown in Fig.5

(inset). At small diameter and thin AF thickness, the

exchange bias is thermally unstable with no loop shift while

the exchange bias field increases with increasing diameter

and film thickness of AF layer. The trend of the variation

of HEB as a function of grain diameter for the different tIrMn

shows similar behaviour. This is due to the fact that the

increases diameter and thickness increase the energy barrier

and also increase the fraction of thermally stable AF state

which are proportional to the AF grain volume shown by

O’Grady et al. in Ref.[6].

Figure 5. The grain diameter dependence on HEB for three different cases

of IrMn thickness = 4, 6 and 8 nm comparing with experiment as an inset.

Data from [12] (connected by lines as a guide for the eye).

3.2. The effect of easy axis distributions

During the experimental procedures of synthesis for

providing the exchange bias layers, the magnetic field must

be applied into the system in order to induce the easy

axis direction of FM layer and also aligns the an easy

axis in AF layer along the applied field at the interface.

This process can lead to establishment of some degree of

AF easy axis distribution due to the heating process and

the thermal stability of large AF grains (stable) [10, 18,

36]. Moreover, defects in the polycrystalline films such

as grain size distribution and interfacial roughness during

the growth process can occur. These effects also enhance

the misalignment of anisotropy easy axes in AF layer.

Several experimental works have reported the influence

of the AF easy axis dispersion which causes an increase

[20, 22] or decrease [21] of HEB. These show that the

effect of AF easy axis misalignment on HEB is still unclear.

Therefore, we applied our micromagnetic model of the

exchange bias to investigate the AF easy axis dispersion

effect on the variation of HEB values. The visualization

of the magnetization dynamics of AF/FM interfacial layer

from calculation is also displayed in order to reveal the

reversal mechanism and understand the physics behind the

mechanism of the reversal process and the effects of the AF

anisotropy easy axis distribution.

Figure 6. The change of HEB as a function of dispersion angle σφ varied

from 0◦ upto 90◦. The inset shows exchange bias field for small dispersion

angle.

The existence of AF anisotropy easy axis distribution

arises from the underlying physical mechanism in exchange

bias systems. In order to demonstrate the role of AF

anisotropy easy axis distribution in exchange bias system,

the variation of exchange bias field is investigated by

varying the dispersions of AF easy axis orientation from

0◦ to 90◦ with steps of 5◦. Microstructures were generated

to give a log-normal distribution, LND of σLND = 0.2.

50 statistically different structures were simulated and the

mean and standard error are calculated. In this case, the

exchange bilayer system is set with lateral system size of

100 × 100 nm2, the thickness of CoFe(4nm)/IrMn(4nm),

diameter at 8 nm, KFM = 1.8 ×105 erg/cc, KAF = 3 ×106

erg/cc and H int
ex = 250 Oe.

Fig.6 shows the variation of the average value of HEB

as a function of AF easy axis distribution, σφ. The result

shows that, for small values of the AF easy axis dispersion,

HEB is reasonable constant, although the inset in Fig.6

shows a slow decrease. This indicates that the reduction in

HEB is not due to switching of the AF grain spin directions,

since for coherent rotation the decrease of switching field

with angle is most pronounced for small angles. For σφ >
15◦ there is a pronounced decrease in HEB, likely due to the

reduction of the exchange field acting on the FM due to the

orientation of the AF grain spin directions away from the

pinning direction.

We now proceed to reveal the AF easy axis dispersion

effect on the reduction of HEB by observation of the

magnetization reversal mechanism at the different applied

field values, specifically the positive saturation field,

zero applied field, Happ = -450 Oe and the negative
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Figure 7. The magnetization reversal process of IrMn/CoFe exchange bias layer at different field positions in the M-H loop: positive saturation field

(+Hs), (b) zero applied field (Happ = 0), (c) the applied field (Happ = -450 Oe), and negative saturation field (−Hs). The reversal processes of the systems

with perfect alignment σφ = 0◦, narrow distribution σφ = 15◦, and wide distribution σφ = 45◦ are also compared.

saturation field as shown in Fig.7 (a), (b), (c) and

(d) respectively. Figure 7 shows visualizations of

magnetization configurations for a system with lateral size

of 100×100 nm2. Each grain is a single domain with its

individual spin direction represented by the colour scheme

shown. The top view of all grains at the interface is shown

for the AF layer (left hand side) and FM layer (right hand

side) for AF easy axis distributions (σφ = 0◦), (σφ = 15◦),

and (σφ = 45◦). The magnetic parameters of CoFe and IrMn

layers used in this section are KFM = 1.8 ×105 erg/cc, KAF
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= 3 ×106 erg/cc and the strength of the exchange interlayer

field is H int
ex = 250 Oe.

Figure 7(a) displays the initial AF and FM microstruc-

tures. The magnetization of the FM grains is mostly aligned

along the +y direction due to the applied field, while the

AF orientation is dispersed in the xy plane for three cases:

perfect alignment case (σφ = 0◦), narrow distribution case

(σφ = 15◦) and wide distribution case (σφ = 45◦). Subse-

quently, at remanence, Happ = 0, the FM magnetization is

slightly rotated from the +y direction for all cases as shown

in Fig. 7(b). We now proceed to reveal the magnetization

reversal mechanism by considering the magnetization struc-

tures at the switching state. For the case of Happ = -450 Oe

as shown in Fig.7 (c), it can be seen that the dispersion of

the AF easy axes has a strong bearing on the reversal. With

increasing σφ the magnetization of the AF layer becomes

more non-uniform giving rise to a more non-uniform FM

state. For σφ = 45◦ this process has led to the complete re-

versal of the FM layer. Interestingly, we can observe that

clusters of multi-grains are not in the same orientation for

wide distribution, (σφ = 45◦) as is clearly seen from the

different red colour scheme. This feature indicates that the

incoherent reversal arises from the increase of AF easy axis

dispersion. We interpret this as follows. The structure of

the FM layer has to respond to the random perturbations

from the exchange fields from the AF layer induced by the

random orientation of the AF easy axes. This induces non-

uniform magnetization structures which initiate the non-

coherent reversal mechanism.

Moreover, the magnetization reversal behaviour of

FM grains with small AF easy axis dispersion as perfect

alignment and 15◦ cases demonstrates the reversal of all

grains almost simultaneously from blue and light blue

colour respectively as shown in 7(c). The feature of reversal

mechanism of narrow AF easy axis distribution shows that

the magnetization orientation are parallel during reversal

process. This presents the coherent reversal mode. From

the visualization of it is clear that the increased angular

dispersion in AF layer drives a non-coherent rotation mode

in the FM layer. The impact of the wide AF easy axis

dispersion also leads to the reduction of HEB as found in

Fig.6. At −Hs as shown in Fig.7(d), the FM grains for

each configuration are completely dominated by the strong

magnetic field applied along the -y direction leading to the

complete reversal. Interestingly, a few grains of the AF

layers are completely switched into the -y direction by the

exchange field from the FM grains.

4. Conclusions

A micromagnetic model of exchange bias is developed

and used to investigate the magnetic properties and the

reversal behaviour of CoFe grains coupled with IrMn

grains. The proposed model is based on the multi-scale

calculation allowing separation of two different time-scales.

We included the effect of easy axis distribution and grain

size distribution into the model. The variation of HEB

as a function of magnetic parameters was investigated

to provide understanding of the role of each magnetic

parameter. We investigated the magnetic properties and

the criterion for thermal stability of the exchange bias

layer. Interestingly, the wide easy axis distribution not only

strongly affects the reduction of HEB but also drives non-

coherent behaviour in the reversal mechanism of the CoFe

layer, as shown by the visualization of micromagnetic grain

reversal. This confirms that the easy axis distribution is

an important factor which strongly impacts the magnetic

properties and exchange bias field of an exchange bias

system.
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